Assistance or Relief Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
1. the process of taking something to where it is needed
2. a government payment that makes something more affordable for eligible people or businesses
5. impartial or unbiased (as a noun this word means a goal)
6. an emergency situation
8. to change completely
10. damage that cannot be undone or a situation that cannot return to its former condition
13. basic or essential
17. help or assistance, often financial
18. a condition of not having enough food (with the necessary nutrients)
19. a storage facility or place to keep supplies
21. the process of returning to normal after a problem or disaster

Down
1. to give something out to many people
3. the least amount acceptable
4. too much
7. people receiving the benefits of a program
9. people who live in a certain place
11. materials, equipment, money, etc. available to meet a need
12. meeting the requirements for a job or program
14. an answer to a problem
15. concerning a certain large area or region
16. influenced by; feeling the effects of something
17. sufficient; enough to meet the need
20. to happen

warehouse
recovery
distribute
crisis
delivery
beneficiaries
residents
fundamental
irreversible
transform
objective
aid
solution
adequate
eligibility
excessive
regional
occur
subsidy
resources
affected
minimum
malnutrition
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